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Think your job is tough?

Or, as one management observer puts it: "Rohr's

How would you like to run a plant and warehouse

problems of planning, scheduling, production control

operation with about 30,000 work orders for small lot

and followup, materials handling, storage, distribution

quantities in the works any one time, with some 75,000

and management in general are enough to stagger the

part configurations, an average of 15 processing steps

imagination,"

for each part, at least 95% of the parts made-to-order,

Fortunately,

and from 6,000 to 8,000 engineering changes a month?

however,

they

didn't

stagger

Burt

Raynes's imagination. They stirred it up instead,

Mix all of this together and you have the headache

Raynes's personally designed Rx for complexity, says

that Burt Raynes, president of Rohr Corporation, is con-

Business Week, is "what experts say is the most sophis-

fronted with on a daily basis. And he loves every minute

ticated warehouse ever devised."
Actually "Automove," the acronym for Raynes' brain-

of it.
Rohr Corporation, located in Chula Vista, California,

child, is much more than an automated warehouse. It is

is the world's largest supplier—among many other prod-

a computer-based total systems and communications

ucts—of aircraft engine pods. What are aircraft engine

network that takes the guesswork out of job-lot flow

pods? You've probably been looking at them for years

control and its myriad problems related to the dove-

without giving them a second thought or realizing that

tailing of material, facility and resource logistics.
What does the system yield? The title of an article

Rohr is the producer. The pod, viewed from the outside,
is that sleek metal capsule covering the engine that you

in Modern Materials Handling

(February 1969) provides

see when you look out at the wing. On the inside, it's

a capsule definition: "Doing the'Impossible'—Complete

approximately 5,000 wires, tubes, and other precision

Control of Job-Shop Flow!"
Automove was first conceived by Raynes in 1965 and

parts.
Most of the jet engine pods on Boeing, Lockheed,

became operative in November 1967. One principal ob-

Douglas, Grumman and other top name aircraft are

jective was to upgrade factory performance on such

produced by Rohr. And if the operation outlined above

products as engine pods, jet-engine power plants, and

sounds difficult or complicated, it's not. "Incredibly

other key aircraft-structural assemblies. Another aim

complex," the term used in a recent Business

was to avoid the kind of runaway inventory problems

Week

that are generally confronted by complex operations in

story about the company, is a more apt description.
Rohr's main manufacturing

complex

and corporate

headquarters

in Chula Vista,
45

California.

the face of rapidly expanding business. The system,
well into its second year, is achieving both of these goals
remarkably well.
At the heart of Automove is a super-sensitive parts
tracking network called RADAR (for Rohr Automated
Data Acquisition & Retrieval). RADAR, with a voiceresponse equipped computer dubbed Mabel—because,
like any other woman, "She always has the last w o r d "
—was jointly developed by Rohr, IBM, and Pacific Tele-

Burt

Raynes

phone & Telegraph Company.
•

The 'last word' referred to usually deals with inventory

At this point Mabel—momentarily diverted from num-

status. It is this resulting control which, as much as any

erous other corporate functions—takes over to assign an

other factor, makes Automove so effective and has per-

empty pigeon-hole for the part, and instructs a satellite

mitted the company to chop an estimated 512-milIion

computer to direct the pallet to its selected bin.

from its S140-rnillion parts inventory.

•

the designated aisle it is automatically stopped and

How does the system work? Here are the basic steps
as outlined in Business

Week and Modern

The pallet is now started on its trip. When it reaches

directed to an input loading station. There telescoping

Materials

Handling:

arms from a Rohr-engineered stacker crane capable of

•

handling loads up to half a ton lift the pallet and whisk

More than 85% of all work-in-process parts can be

stored in Rohr's 54,000 square foot warehouse. When a

it into storage.

production step on a part is completed, the part is de-

•

livered to the warehouse by driver-operated trackless

computer goes through a checking operation to deter-

With the pallet snugly cached away in its bin, the

train. It is then moved by forklift-loaded pallet to a prep-

mine if the tools required for the next production step

aration area where an auditor checks the pre-punched

are on hand in the warehouse. If the condition is go, an

job card and routing sheet that accompanies the part

electronic ail clear is sounded. Otherwise, the tool yard

at all times. He creates a duplicate card which indicates

is notified by teletype to assemble the specified tools

the next work station and specifies the tools that will be

and move them to the storage area.

needed.

Automove does much more than merely shift units

• The warehouse contains 30 rows of stacker racks with

from place to place and determine the availability of

16,684 pigeon-holes (soon to be expanded to 118,000)

materials and tools. There are more than 100 fabrication

for standardized pallet loads. Designed by the plant

centers in the Rohr plant. When work backlogs at a

engineering department, the 36-foot high racks support

center dwindle, the foreman advises Mabel that replen-

the building. After leaving the preparation area, the part

ishment is needed. Mabel, in processing the work re-

is moved by conveyor to the Automove control center

quests, selects the highest priority jobs on tap. She then

where it is weighed and measured for pigeon-hole fit.

instructs the satellite computer in the warehouse to

Assuming that the part is neither too high nor too heavy

gather the parts and line them up on the output con-

to qualify for the racks, an operator keys the part number

veyor. At this point a driver loads them on a trackless

into the RADAR system via touch-tone telephone to

train and carts them to the designated work area.

the computer.

Communications is the key to swift and efficient move-
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ment of toots and parts. More than 200 touchtone telephones, all of them linked to the central computer, are
strategically spotted throughout the plant. These are
used to query Mabel via the RADAR system regarding
the whereabouts of particular items required for various
phases of production. The procedure is simple, and
starts with the keying of the register number for the part
or tool desired. This triggers a vocal response on the
part of Mabel whose 79-word vocabulary is more than
adequate to pinpoint an item's location, the time and

Rohr technicians at work
CF-6 fanjet engine.

date it arrived there, the number of pieces in the order,

were in danger of being choked by our good fortune.

the shop completion date, and the part number.

with

the mockup

of the General

Electric

Inventory problems became increasingly critical, with

Needless to say, Rohr's is not the nation's first com-

Rohr's actual survival at stake: Something had to be

puter-controlled warehouse, but it is the first of its kind

done, and Raynes took up the challenge.

in the aerospace industry. What's more, refinements are

The idea for the automated operation came to him

being added to the system on a carefully scheduled

during the company's annual Christmas-to-New Year

basis, By 1972 it will be one of the most sophisticated

shutdown in 1965. Traditionally, this lull has long been

and fully automated industrial installations in the world.

a period of creative reflection for the Rohr helmsman,

The plan, says Raynes, is to expand the warehouse

and this year was no exception. When the cerebral bulbs

capacity by more than 700% and the number of stacker

started flashing "Automove," Raynes worked like a dy-

cranes from 15 to 50, to gear up for expected increases

namo day and night to whip his brainchild into fruition.

in aerospace subcontracting business. By this time vir-

To help achieve this purpose, he mustered three of his

tually all tools will be stored in the enlarged warehouse,

key operating aides, and the four men burned gallons of

eliminating the necessity to obtain them from the tool

midnight oil through the first four months of the new

yard. And eventually complete assemblies and finished

year.

units, as wellasindi vidua! parts, will be computer-stored.

Their efforts paid off in both spades and profits. The

Mabel too will take on increased responsibility as ex-

system has exceeded even the most optimistic expecta-

pansion plans become airborne. She will control not

tions of its creator. It saves 5400,000 a year in materials

only cranes and conveyors, but tractors as well, and will

handling costs alone, and will pay for itseif within three-

call the shots on loading and unloading operations.

and-a-half years of its inception.

Tests to accomplish this have already been made with

Raynes cites as other advantages a more tightly con-

ingenious experimental trailers equipped with powered

trolled shop operation. ("Things happen when they're

conveyors on two levels. This permits load transfer at

supposed to happen.") Order pileups and scheduling

two-level conveyor stations. And new conveyors also in

snafus are largely a thing of the past. Engineering

the offing will be designed for fire prevention and pro-

changes, prime migraine stimulants for all aerospace

duction utility as well as materials handling ease.

producers, are now taken smoothly {well, relatively

Automove was not spawned in a random flash of in-

smoothly) in stride thanks to RADAR's communications

spiration. It was born out of necessity. In recent years

speed and flexibility. Space savings in the form of nar-

business has been growing so rapidly, says Raynes, we

rower aisles made possible by the network of unmanned
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stacker cranes which run on floor-mounted rails (over-

ft got off to a dizzying launch late in 1941, At that

head rails guide them) are substantial. And most im-

time Rohr management persuaded Consolidated Vultee

portant, that $12-million inventory reduction played a

(now Convair, General Dynamics) that the plucky one-

major role in rocketing earnings a whopping 200% to

year-old could build powerplant assemblies faster and

$9-million in 1968 in the face of a sales increase of only

cheaper than it could on its own. Rohr's salesmanship

5% to $261.9 million.

paid off with a contract on Consolidated's B-24 bomber

Understandably, Rohr stockholders, Burt Raynes, and

program.

his top management team are all delighted by Auto-

By this time the company was headquartered in its

move's performance. They're not alone, either. The U.S.

own building in Chula Vista, 14 miles from San Diego.

Navy is also impressed. Responding to Rohr's offer to

The idea of a power package "feeder" plant to support

put it up for sale, the Naval Air Station at Norfolk, Vir-

prime aircraft producers originated with Rohr, Prior to

ginia has ordered a $685,000 system. And Grumman

the B-24 contract, no aircraft manufacturer had ever

Aerospace Corporation, among others, is taking a close

subcontracted the critical enginework to another com-

look at Automove with the same objective in mind.

pany.

What kind of man does it take to pilot an "incredibly

Rohr and complexity were familiar sidekicks right

complex" multiplant operation and, simultaneously, in

from the start. Its task on the B-24s was to convert the

his more reflective moments to mastermind a concept

bare engine to an aerodynamic structure by adding me-

so sophisticated as to make the most advanced technol-

chanical, hydraulic, electrical, structural and other sys-

ogists blink?

tems, Fifteen hundred to 3,500 Rohr-made parts were

Effervescent Burt F. Raynes is a chief executive who

involved.

wears many hats. One of them is big game fisherman.
(Marlin, dolphin, etc. See issue of Tempo, page

World War II set a hectic pace for the new company.

}.

During this period Rohr produced more than 31,000

Another is student of finance, business and industry. A

powerplants for the B-24, also modified and known as

third is shirt-sleeved engineer. Raynes is as much at

the PB4Y and the C-87. Production reached a top rate

home before a drawing board as he is before a director's

of 56 units a day and helped to mold the company's

Board. In 1940 he joined inventor Fred Rohr and others

reputation for industry leadership it has sustained ever

to form what was then called Rohr Aircraft Corporation.

since. It also removed any remaining doubts from the

Rohr's success story has something of a Horatio Alger

mind of aerospace executives regarding the economy

tinge to it. The company started out with five employees

and disirability of subcontracting the aircraft power

in a rented 3-story building in downtown San Diego,

package. From this point on, Rohr's future destiny in

California. Its first order called for the production of

the aerospace industry was assured.

sheet-metal parts for a cowling assembly on the Lock-

Its role rapidly expanded in the years that followed.

heed Hudson bomber. The orders have been rolling in

1952 saw the establishment of a plant in Riverside, Cali-

ever since.

fornia to help meet defense commitments during the

In a performance showing every bit as incredible as

Korean conflict. In January 1953 —just six months after

the complexity of its operation, within four years of its

the new plant opened —the first powerplant for a KC-97

organization Rohr became the world's largest producer

tanker was shipped to Boeing. Final assembly facilities

of aircraft powerplant assemblies, a distinction it still

followed soon after at Winder, Georgia and Auburn,

holds today.

Washington. These were designed to provide faster and
5

or help to equip the numerous earth stations under construction as part of the Free World's growing satellite
communications network.
Concurrently with the formation of the Antenna Division, the word "Aircraft" was deleted from the corporate
this Rohr-built
antenna structure,
with a "dish" extending
feet in diameter,
is in service at the National Aeronautics
Space Administration's
Goldstone
Deep Space Station
in
Mojave Desert near Barstow,
California.

name to reflect the company's expanded range of capa-

270
and
the

bilities. It is now known simply as Rohr Corporation.
And the range keeps broadening. Also flourishing is
Rohr's Space Products Division, formed in 1963 as part

better service for Lockheed, Grumman and McDonnell

of the Riverside Plant. This division has special capa-

Douglas as well as Boeing.

bilities for the production of non-metallic aircraft and

Rohr's dependency on the sometimes erratic aircraft

missile flight structures, and components for large, solid

industry is rapidly declining. In 1961 the company made

fuel rocket motors. When first launched, the division

its first move away from the industry when it constructed

had a manufacturing area of 65,600 square feet. Within

a 60-foot tracking antenna in Alaska. Since that time

five years the area had expanded to 150,600 square

its antenna work has been flourishing with a full fledged

feet, and the order backlog for its products stood at

Antenna Division set up at the Chula Vista plant. The

more than $30-million.

division builds antennas, both steerable and fixed,

Diversification is a key word at Rohr. Evidence of this

ranging from 15 feet to more than 200 feet in diameter.

can be seen at a test facility remotely located in an area

They play an ever-increasing role in the expansion of

south of Chula Vista near the Mexican border. There ad-

solar system intelligence and improved communications

vanced research is undergone in such aspects of aero-

on earth.

space technology as thrust reversal, thrust control and
sound suppression. Evidence is also apparent in a re-

The Goldstone antenna with its 210-foot dish is a
prime example. Located in the Mojave Desert near Bar-

cently won $66.7-million contract to build aluminum cars

stow, California, it is used by the National Aeronautics

for the Bay Area Rapid Transit System in San Francisco,

and Space Administration to probe into deep space. The

an operation in which Automove is expected to play a

Goldstone antenna is the most precise of its size in the

major part.

Free World. It can track and communicate with space-

Automove itself has opened a promising new outlet

craft traveling on the edge of our solar system.

for potentially rich profits. Now with expertise solidly

Other Rohr-built antennas designed for satellite com-

established, a brand new division—Automove Systems

munications are located in such areas as the Phillip-

Division —was recently formed to handle development

pines, Thailand, Chile, and Morocco, with transmitting

and marketing of the system. The division's goal, says

and receiving antennas in Hawaii, Spain and the state

Raynes, is to cash in on the company's proven capabil-

of Washington.

ity to integrate computer-centered systems for manage-

Rohr's Antenna Division is expanding rapidly. One

ment information and operations control with computer-

unit, a 30-foot dish, has seen service aboard American

controlled systems for the storage and delivery of mate-

ships deployed as part of the Apollo program. Others

rials.

bring live television coverage of such events as the

As one Wall Street analyst states the case, "Rohr's

Olympic Games in Mexico City to world-wide audiences,

track record to date is impressive indeed." From its
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humble 5-employee beginnings, it has mushroomed into

tracts for pods and other units for the latest and im-

a large multi-facility organization with a payroll in ex-

proved models of such aircraft as Boeing's 727, 737 and

cess of 11,000, a highly respected leader in its field.

747; Lockheed's C-5, P-3 and JetStar; the Douglas DCs

But in the dynamic and demanding aerospace industry

8, 9 and 10; Grumman's Gulfstream II; the Anglo-French
Concorde, and others.

no company can long afford to rest on its laurels, and
Burt Raynes knows this as well as any man in his field.

Looking beyond tomorrow, Rohr appears to have the

Though diversification continues to take on growing im-

next decade or two fairly well under control. As Raynes

portance at Rohr, he describes the company's basic

points out. Federal Aviation Agency studies indicate that

business as "almost building airplanes." When you con-

within the next 20 to 25 years, supersonic transports will

sider to multiplicity of products it manufactures —engine

fly about half of the Free World's passenger seat mile

pods and pylons, fuselage sections, stabilizers, thrust

total. SSTs, expected to enter commercial service in the

reversers, elevators, wing leading edges, ailerons, land-

mid-1970s, are being designed to cruise at a speed of

ing gear pods and doors, cargo doors, wing-to-body

Mach 2,7, or 1,800 miles an hour. The Boeing SST, says

fairings, flight and ground spoilers, wing joint fittings

Raynes, will be another significant step in the long suc-

and flap tracks—the "almost" takes on the aspect of a

cessful history of American aviation. The plane will have

fully constructed bird on the wing.

the capability of development to performance beyond
Mach 2.7 because of its titanium construction.

Rohr Corporation is primarily a look-ahead company,
and judging from the latest readings, its future appears

Needless to say, Rohr Corporation has hopped on this

to be stacking up as luminously as its past. As of April

bandwagon as well. The company has been selected to

30, 1969, the company held a record-breaking backlog

build the propulsion pods designated to house the Gen-

of $618 million in unfilled orders as compared with $411

eral Electric Company jet engines that will power this

million at the same time the year before.

advance technology aircraft.

The backlog represents an impressive lineup of con-

And help to power its own continued growth as well.

so

